NHUB: Crossover/SUV/Truck Applications

Newly released hub and bearing assemblies are competitively priced with national competitors and targeted for older model vehicles. For easy identification, these new parts are designated with an N-prefix.

The Motorcraft Advantage

Expanded Coverage: With this release, Motorcraft now offers full Hub and Bearing Assembly coverage for Crossover, SUV and Truck lines. Particularly important is the coverage for high mileage, late life-cycle vehicles.

Competitively priced — These are priced right to address the needs of various customers’ vehicles and budgets.

Warranty: 2 years unlimited mileage, with NO commercial exceptions

Motorcraft Hub Features

• Lubed-for-life sealed assemblies help prevent water, mud, slush, and silt from getting inside
• Inner and outer raceways designed for long service life
• Sensor ring and sensor wires included to help ensure accurate ABS controller signals
• Micro-ground hub-to-rotor surface helps minimize lateral runout and pedal vibration
• Tapered roller bearings are used in high load applications
• ABS components and bearing preload 100% tested

Excellent performance

• Premium seals help provide excellent sealing performance
• Inner and outer raceways designed for long service life

ABS sensing

• Sensor ring and sensor wires included to help ensure accurate ABS controller signals

Precision forgings

• Lubed-for-life sealed assemblies help prevent water, mud, slush, and silt from getting inside
• Micro-ground hub-to-rotor surface helps minimize pedal vibration
• Tapered roller bearings used in high-load applications

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details. No commercial exceptions.
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